1. Explain the **3 Dimensions of Sustainability** and how each promotes the health and wellbeing in a global context?

2. Describe the **Human Development Index (HDI)**

3. What are the **Advantages and Limitations** of the HDI as a measure of human development?

4. Explain the effects of **Climate Change** and then the **Subsequent Impact** on the health and wellbeing of the individuals in those countries - where possible describe the impact on all 5 dimensions of health and wellbeing (PMESS)

5. Explain the **Effects that Digital Technologies** have on the health and wellbeing of the individuals in those countries - note - the effects can be **positive**!

**Extra Work:**

- Complete the chapter activities (purple questions) - there are 5 in Chapter 9 and 4 in Chapter 10 - and the answers for each are online
- Read the chapter summary - page 365 for Chapter 9 and page 386 for Chapter 10 and take your own notes from these summaries - maybe onto cue cards perhaps!!!
- Happy studying!!!!

**Please Note:**

After this there is one more SAC to go - a (80 minute) 50 mark SAC in Week 10 covering Chapters 11-13 - and then you have the 100 mark 2 hour exam in 7 weeks time - on November 8th - 11.45am-2pm at the Wonthaggi Town Hall.